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either hierarchy, where the strong centre, “the Tem-
ple”, provided meanings to the more remote periph-
ery, or the war, where several strong centres, “the
Duchies”, were striving to become the centre. It is
quite schematic to subsume all the variety and subtle-
ty of cultural interactions under the dichotomy of hi-
erarchy or war, yet, the recent swinging back of the
pendulum towards nostalgia for fundamental values
and hierarchy makes me very anxious about the fu-
ture of the system of many voices, in which the only
form of struggle allowed is debates.

THE COLDWAR FROM
A SWEDISH PERSPECTIVE

MARGARETATILLBERG
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I have been invited to talk about ”post-Soviet reali-
ties from a Swedish perspective”. Thanks to being
born a Swedish citizen and thus part of a welfare
state, I have had the additional advantage of being
born with a passport valid for “all countries”. With
all these inherited privileges, I suppose my role here is
to play the “bad guy”.

What are my angles of observation? I will not de-
fine any general “Swedish perspective”, which, of
course, would be a futile abstraction anyway. My
standpoint is not a static position stuck on the Scan-
dinavian Peninsula but rather a moving one. In this
presentation I will move through a series of different
geographical places that have been possible for me to
visit. This journey is followed by some reflections on
the cultural and political life in Sweden, which con-
tinues to Moscow and is summed up in a reflective
stance. But first I want to share with you my own
subjective, kaleidoscopic impressions of what I have
seen, heard and experienced. The first part roughly
coincides with the Cold War. Perhaps these recollec-
tions will give rise to associations amongst you as
well. Let’s begin from my childhood.

I. A TRIP THROUGHTIME AND SPACE
1961–2001

I was born when the Berlin Wall was built. What East
German officials said, “did not happen” – happened.
During my first school holidays I went with my fami-
ly on a trip to Europe. Ten weeks from Gothenburg
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(on the Swedish west coast) to Alhambra in south
Spain. Through Western Europe heading south, and
through Eastern Europe coming home. With my little
nose pressed to the window of our white American
car (that my father proudly hadbought for his first pay
check and that caused a stir wherever we went – espe-
cially behind the Iron Curtain) – I saw it all with my
own eyes. Czechoslovakia we had difficulties in get-
ting into, it was August 1968. The guards at the bor-
der looked through everything. But I was more fasci-
nated by the sunflowers and the old man sitting in the
sun, whose spit was in all possible colours. From
Poland I especially remember the Palace of Culture
and Science (I found it stunningly impressive), Chop-
in's little white house with the grand piano in a park
with roses, and Auschwitz (necessary to know about
for a seven-year-old, my parents thought).

We returned to Poland many times – for skiing in
Zakopane and visiting art museums in Krakow.
Once on an outing, my parents were lost – but I knew
the way. Not knowing how – but probably because I
felt comfortable, at home.

At 15 I started studying Russian at upper second-
ary school. That was the way to get into that very
school, where there was this boy I fancied. My first
visit to Russia was in 1982, and I returned to Moscow
as a student of Russian language and literature one
year later. All that was before Gorbachev and glas-
nost. The man in power was Andropov, a former
KGB boss. He was the one who had come up with the
brilliant idea of using mental hospitals instead of

prisons for dissidents (that is people who think), and
who had found out the effectiveness in breaking peo-
ple’s self-identity and dignity by dissolving their
brains by forcing them to take drugs. As a member of
Amnesty International, I knew about this. Effective. I
knew about the Nazis in the 1930s and their exhibi-
tion Entartete Kunst – degenerated art. Now, people
in my immediate surrounding were stamped as “sick”
because they did not conform to the dominating po-
litical agenda. And that was different. And in spite of
my passport, my exit to freedom, I found that very,
very scary. At the Pushkin Institute, where I studied
Russian as a foreign language (I was in one of the
groups from kapstrany – capitalist countries) we
learned that the permitted artistic expressions would
have to correspond to the "healthy" Socialist Real-
ism (which has nothing to do with the critical social
realism in Sweden of the sixties and seventies). What
did that mean? That reality was depicted as the “result
of future progress”: the result of something that had
not yet happened – that was “real”??! The correct
way of understanding reality was thus one that lacked
any connection whatsoever to anything at all in real
life. Socialism, our teachers told us, was still a thing
of the future. But nevertheless it had to be depicted.
The radio voice (at the student home we had access
only to one channel) announced that Moscow was
the cleanest capital in the world. But my eyes saw
grey-green-yellowish smoke coming out of the factory
chimneys. Who could I talk to? My roommate was a
communist from London who had a large Lenin por-
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trait on the wall – a believer. When we made excur-
sions (Lenin Mausoleum, Lenin Museum, House of
Friendship etc.) our “capitalist” coats were put in se-
cluded rooms, separated from the “socialist” ones.
What was real? What was surreal? Maybe I just did
not get it? Maybe it was only a language problem?

Luckily, I found some people who could laugh.
Laugh at the thought of the communist paradise that
was supposed to have been reached in 1981, 20 years
after Khrushchev declared that “the coming Soviet
generation will live under communism” in the XXII
Party Congress in 1961. Naturally all mankind was
included. So now we had lived under “freedom,
brotherhood and candour (iskrennost’)” for three
years. This was in 1984.

At that time my perspective on the Baltic States
stemmed from the artists and musicians I knew from
Moscow. For them, the Balticswas the “West” –which
it was, also geographically. On the west coast you
were free – and you could live as a hippie on the
beach, listen to the latest (forbidden) jazz and rock
concerts (I still have some vinyl records of Trio
Ganelin and Stas Namin) and the art academies were
much freer there than in Moscow.

With this image I visited Tallinn in the early
nineties. To say the least, I was very disappointed.
January 1991. Ice-cold. Russia had turned off the oil
tap. The object of my trip was FormaAntropologia –
the last exhibition still sponsored by Soviet money,
but the first not to take any notice of the central ide-
ology. It took place at the Central Art Gallery in

Tallinn, and the visitors looked to me like Helsinki
high-society. Each of the three countries Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania presented five artists. With al-
together 15 artists only one woman was included:
Ausma Neretniece from Latvia. She had built a con-
struction of wood and steel and from within this cage
four differently looking creatures tried to make their
way out. One looked like a human being with animal
body, another was a wrapped mummy and a third
was looking at us with clear eyes but no mouth. Ged-
iminas Urbonas, a young artist from Lithuania was
very proud of the expensive materials he had been
able to use – white marble and black diabase from
Karelia. “On the white chest I have chiselled out an
eagle which stands for the freedom I seek and on the
black back a horse. My sign is the horse according to
the Chinese horoscope and it stands for speed and en-
durance.”

As an interpreter from Russian I have encountered
many problematical situations such as occasions
when people in Sweden did not distinguish Russians
from Estonians, convinced that all people from the
Soviet Union are Russians by nationality. My coun-
trymen’s lack of historical awareness that was com-
mon in the Sweden of the early nineties. That inter-
pretation which is not only about translating words
however, but also about conveying cultural differ-
ences became critical when a delegation from the for-
mer Soviet Union visited the Childrens’ Ombudsman
here in Stockholm to talk about the human rights of
children. Human rights!? For children!!! And how do
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II. SWEDEN INTHE NINETIES

Two tracks: Track one has to do with the phenome-
non that intellectuals in Sweden are more inclined
towards leftist, socialist opinions, than to the con-
servative right (although now it is difficult to know
anymore, who iswho).Anyway, the left-winged, “pro-
gressive” ones often hold decision-making positions
in the cultural sphere. Some years ago, if I remember
right it was in 1999, there was a public debate at the
Kulturhuset (the major house of culture at the main
square in Stockholm) about Stalin. A scarily large
proportion (10–20% I think) of the participants con-
sidered it fully acceptable to see Stalin and his actions
in a rosy, forgiving light (would it be possible to take
people seriously as conscious intellectuals if they said
the same about Hitler? No.) In the biggest morning
paper there was a series of articles with the theme “I
forgive myself for having been a communist but now
I have changed”. A few people made “confessions”,
but they were really not very many. The majority
kept silent, or paid lip service to the winds that cur-
rently blew as if the past had never happened. This is
now topical again as the leader of the Left Party
(Vänsterpartiet) proudly proclaims himself to be a
communist (whatever that means to him; actually the
name of the party changed in the beginning of the
nineties and the word “communist” was renounced).

Track Two: The second current tendency of the
later years has been towards a strong centralization
of media. There are public service media here, like
three TV-channels, but other than that the most in-

you explain our ’ethics’ to someone who has no con-
cept whatsoever of what that could mean?

Since then people from around the Baltic Sea have
learned a lot more about one another. A number of
art shows have presented Estonian, Latvian, Polish
and Russian art here and Swedish artists participate
in international biennales and conferences together
with artists from Vilnius and Warsaw. When working
with the former Eastern bloc art, or whatever you
might call it, what interested me was the transition
from dictatorship and occupation, from suppression
of freedom of expression and isolation to a context
where information is in abundance. How did artists
understand their role in this? Responsibility? One
artist I interviewed said: “I am responsible only to my
own genius.”

In 1999 I went to Weimar, which was appointed
City of Culture the same year. It was completely re-
stored for this event. People from West Germany were
to come to East Germany (many for their first time
ever) and see that it was not as bad as they had
thought. Lecturing on Soviet and Russian art, I also
initiated seminars on art in the GDR. The other teach-
ers told me I would get no students interested in this.
They were wrong. One of the many students, ten
years old when the Berlin Wall fell, said she remem-
bered the milk tasted much better in East Germany
than after the occupation of the West. Nostalgia.
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fluential channels of information, including the
major newspapers, are privately owned. During the
last few years, a number of independent non-profit-
making journals and monthly magazines have lost
their state subsidies and disappeared. Freelance writ-
ers face increasing difficulties in becoming published
– the trade unions at the newspapers stop articles
written by non-fulltime employed journalists. There
is a fear that the number of independent voices in
Swedish media is decreasing.

In general, the public debate is coloured by extreme
political correctness, fear of being conspicuous and
not pronouncing the “correct” opinions at the right
time. To express an opinion which diametrically op-
poses the accepted consensus at that very moment
happens all-too rarely. The journal of the university
where I currently work is even calledConsensus, so it
is apparently the word of the day (but somehow it
seems like the word of yesterday too, as I recall).

III. MOSCOW – NEWYORK – MOSCOW
1988–2004

At the end of the eighties the most successful Moscow
artists moved to the west. Dollar millionaires and in-
vited to the most prestigious art exhibitions and bien-
nales. The visualization of dictatorship tickled the art
collectors. The horror image of the east-west frontier
was the peak of the sublime. Ilya Kabakov’s living
room, placed in a public Soviet toilet, from Docu-
menta in Kassel 1992, or AES photoshopped images

of Talibans on the Red Square are among the more
spectacular examples. To show is one thing – to un-
derstand and to be understood – another.

IV. AROUNDTHE BALTIC SEA

One of the questions this seminar posits is “Ten new
countries entering the EU – post-Soviet realities are
meeting welfare state models. In what way will this
reflect on the arts?”

We surely face different problems on our respec-
tive shores. We all have our spots of shame and dots
of pride. Not only Sweden is a very complex place –
we all have our histories. To my mind, our different
experiences should not be underestimated, our indi-
viduality not be downplayed. Our cultural codes dif-
fer, our historical backgrounds as well. Even looking
at the same objects, we see different things. What we
have in common is a period of reconstruction – a
process that has already started but which mostly still
lies ahead of us. These reconstructions of geogra-
phies – of images – of memories are part of an im-
mense project, involving a great deal of effort and a
lot of work. But it is necessary. I see a number of
problems ahead of us. One crucial issue is who will
be given a voice in this project? History has taught us
that the one with the fattest wallet dictates the rules
whether in Moscow, Stockholm or by Soros.

Whose voice will be able to make itself heard in the
media roar? Will the ones who set the political agenda
in Sweden allow the new EU-members to have their
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own way in interpreting and living out democracy?
Who will succeed in publicly taking the right to pro-
nounce interpretations of “democracy”? Whose sub-
jective perspective will win? Will critical Lithuanians
and Poles be given a voice in Sweden and about Swe-
den, and vice versa? Who will care to listen – a crucial
problem of the information-saturated “free” world,
whereas scarcity of information made people queue
for exhibitions in the East. But even in cities the size
of Moscow and St. Petersburg with populations ex-
ceeding our entire countries, people express worries
of having their culture invaded by Americanism and
the West.

Many tendencies that cultural workers in Sweden
now face and situations we adapt to would, be unac-
ceptable for intellectuals from the countries now en-
tering the EU. My notion of people from the former
Eastern bloc is that they (you), as a consequence of
totalitarian power, have achieved increased sensitivi-
ty towards limitations on having the right to a public
voice, to censorship, to interference from power into
the private space.

These are intellectuals (you) who have the ability to
read between the lines, skilfully interpreting and de-
coding even scarce and distorted information as well
as to track down the subtlest signs of oppression (once
you have had it in your system – you recognize it im-
mediately). But is this kind of experience useful in this
new deal? Intelligentsia in the former Soviet Union
countries – do they still exist? Who has time (meaning
money) to formulate concerns about their society?

About something as “unnecessary” as art? Hitherto,
we know only very little about each other. So far we
have been used to a bigger interest from the east to the
west, but I am certain that it would be unwise not to be
interested in what is going on at the other side of the
water – including the cultural spheres.

The Baltic countries in between Russia, the former
Soviet satellites, Scandinavia and Germany are at
present in a privileged position. With newly reorgan-
ized art institutions and a public space combined
with curiosity and open-mindedness when it comes
to new experiences. Here, on the other side, the right
to publicly announce your opinions has been taken
for granted for a long time. Institutions, however,
tend to be quickly cemented and positions are main-
tained due to too cautiously expressed opinions. But
who cares anyway? You are optimistic (I hope). We
have lived in a state of optimism for 50 years already.
The more I work and live with this, the more I realize
the need to be humble and cautious towards ex-
tremely rich traditions in other cultures with their
unique mixture of peoples and crossroads.

For us who are in this very room right now, I am
most certain that our opinions and notions differ on
just about everything: sex, freedom, self, private and
public space, family, integrity, money, dis/respect for
young/old people and the future. There is a danger of
projecting and imposing our own experiences and in-
terpretations on one another and at the same time it
is probably unavoidable. I am sure our contacts will
lead to a number of misunderstandings and frustra-
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tions. I hope there will be a lot of friction and argu-
ments.

I believe it important to let your artists speak out
here and to let our artists visit you – on their own
terms. One thing I hope for is that the role of the
artists and intellectuals will be important. Involved
but independent. As witnesses.

Stockholm, May 1st 2004
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